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ABSTRACT. Since the product of two finitistic spaces need not be finitistic, and

also because a continuous closed image of a finitistic space need not be finitistic,

it is natural to enquire whether or not the class of finitistic spaces in closed under

the formation of cones, reduced cones, suspensions, reduced suspensions, adjunction

spaces, mapping cylinders, mapping cones, joins and smash products. In this paper

we prove that all of the above constructs, except joins and smash products, of fin-

itistic spaces are finitistic. The joins and smash products of finitistic spaces,

however, need not be finitistic. We find sufficient conditions under which these

are also finitistic.
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i. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES.

A paracompact Hausdorff space X is said to be finitistic (or satisfies Swan’s

condition [i]) if each open cover has a finite-dimensional open refinement. These

spaces have proved to be quite useful in the cohomology theory of topological trans-

formation groups (Cf. [2], [3], [4]). Analogous to the classical P.A. Smith theorems,

there are quite nice and interesting results about group actions on those finitistic

spaces which are cohomology (or homotopy) spheres, projective spaces, Poincare

duality spaces, etc. The basic techniques of homology-cohomology and homotopy

theories for finitistic spaces are, therefore, natural prerequisites. The first few

topological results, one would like to know in this direction are whether or not

certain constructs like cones, reduced cones, suspensions, reduced suspensions, adjunc-

tion spaces, mapping cylinders, mapping cones, joins and smash products involving

finitistic spaces are again finitistic spaces.

It was pointed out in [5] that product of even two finitistic spaces need not be

finitistic. In this paper we give an example to show that product of even a compact

space and a finite-dimensional space need not be finitistic. This example, incidently,
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leads us to find out some necessary and some sufficient conditions for the product

of two finitistic spaces to be finitistic. One interesting result in this direction

is the theorem 2.2, which states that the product of a finitistic space and a compact

finite-dimensional space is finitistic. Conversely, if X x Y is finitistic for each

finitistic space Y then X must be compact and finite-dimensional. It turns out that

the converse follows from our example and a theorem of Arens-Dugundji ([6], p. 229).

The direct part, in particular, tells us that the cylinder over a finitistic space is

finitistic. Since a continuous closed image of a finitistic space need not be fini-

tistic [Cf. 5], we cannot conclude that cones, reduced cones, suspensions, reduced

suspensions, mapping cylinders, mapping cones, and adjunction s],aces _onstruced from

finitistic spaces are finitistic. But, then the following theorem which has been

proved in 5] can be used to show that, indeed, we can conclude that all of the above

constructs of finitistic spaces are finitistic.

THEOREM I.i. A paracompact Hausdorff space is not finitistic if and only if

there exists a discrete family {A } of closed sets such that dim A > n, for
n n

n=o
each n.

The fact that the adjunction space of finitistic spaces is finitistic combined

with the results about products of finitistic spaces yields some necessary as well as

some sufficient conditions for the join of two finitistic spaces to be finitistic, and

the same conditions turn out to be sufficient for the smash product of finitistic

spaces to be finitistic.

Let X be any topological space and I denote the closed unit interval. Then by

identifying the top X x {i} of the product X x I to a single point, we get the cone

C(X) over the space X. In addition, if we identify the bottom X x { also to a single

point we get the suspension S(X) of the space X. If we take pointed space (X,x) and
o

identify (X x {)U ({-o x I) to a single point, we get so called reduced cone, and

similarly if (X x {l})J({x x I)(J(X x {o}) is identified to a point, we get the
o

reduced suspension S(X). As is well known all these constructions are special cases

of the general concept of adjunction space. If X,Y are two spaces, ACX closed and f:

Y is continuous, then the quotient space obtained by identifying a g A with f(a)

in the disjoint unionx’IJy i. called the adjunction space and is denoted by XJf Y.

The mappg cylinder Z(f) of a given map :X Y is the adjunction space of X x I to Y

by f:X o Y, and the mapping cone C(f) is the adjunction space of C(X) to Y by

f:X x{o# Y. also recall that if (X,x), (Y,yo) are two pointed spaces and if in
o

th= pro X : f we identify (X X{Yo})({xo} x Y) to a single point, the quotient

=e=, eo= by X#Y, is called the smash product of (X,Xo)’ (Y’Yo)" Finally, if we

onsider : poduct X x I x Y and make the following identifications, then the

quunien space so obtained is called the join of X and Y and is denoted by X * Y

,,.. and (x,l,y)y, where x X, y gY.

.oOUCT OF FINITISTIC SPACES

ecall that a paracompact Hausdorff space X is said to be finitistic if each open
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cover of X has a finite-dimensional open refinement, (Cf.[5] for details). Let us

consider the following:

EXAMPLE 2.1. Suppose I stands for the infinite-dimensional Hilbert-cube, and

let U I. be the disjoint union of denumerable copies of such Hilbert-cubes. Suppose
i_>l

N {1,2,3, ...} is the space of natural numbers with discrete topology. Then N is

a zero-dimensional metric space and I is compact. However, the product I x N, being

homeomorphic to U I. is not finitistic by theorem i.i.
i>_l

The following weaker form of this example will be frequently used in the sequel:

If X is any infinite dimensional space and N is the discrete space of natural numbers,

then X x N is never finitistic.

Recall that each compact space and each paracompact space of finite covering

dimension is finitistic. The above example shows not only that the product of two

finitistic spaces need not be finitistic but much more, viz., that the product of

even a compact space with a finite-dimensional space need not be finitistic. In the

above example I is compact and infinite-dimensional. One cannot have a stronger

example because of the following:

THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a compact finite-dimensional space. Then X x Y is fini-

tistic for each finitistic space Y. Conversely, if X x Y is finitistic for each

finitistic space Y then X must be compact and finite-dimensional.

PROOF. Let be an open cover of X x Y. For (x,y) e X x Y, there exist U ,
U open in X and V open in Y such that (x,y) g U x V -U. For each y g Y, {Uxl x E X}
x y x y

is an open cover of X. Since X is compact, there exists {U J 1,2 n a finite
Yj Y

subcover of {U x X}. Let V N y V Then {U x V J 1,2 ny, y Y}
x Y j=l Yj Yj Y

is an open refinement of . Let dim X _< n. For each y Y, {Uyj J 1,2 ,ny}
has an open refinement {H J 1,2,...,n of dimension not exceeding n. Since Y

Yj Y

is finitistic, there exists an open refinement {G Y e Y} of {V Y e Y} of finite-
Y Y

dimension, say m. Then

{Hyj x Gyl J 1,2 ,ny, y e Y}

is an open refinement of of dimension not exceeding mn.

Conversely, first we show that X is compact. Since X x Y is finitistic, X

being a closed subset of X x Y, must be finitistic. So in particula X is paracompact.

Now to show that X is compact it suffices, by a Theorem of Arens-Dugundji ([6],p-229)
to show that X is countably compact. Suppose X is not countably compact. Then by

Bolzano-Weierstrass property there exists a countably infinite set A {al,a2,...,an,
...} which has no limit point, i.e., A is an infinite closed, discrete set. Now if

we take Y Im then A x Y is not finitistic Thus we have a contradiction. Also X

must be finite-dimensional. For, otherwise on taking Y {o,l,...,n,...} we find that
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X x Y is not finitistic.

When we consider the product X x Y of two finitistic spaces X and Y, the first

difficulty in having X x Y finitistic is that it need not be paracompact because

product of even two paracompact spaces need not be paracompact. Thus the problem

of analyzing when the product will be finitistic will be examined after making the

assumption that the product is already paracompact. The following result lists all

possibilities when X x Y is assumed to be finitistic.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X,Y be two non-empty spaces. If the product X x Y is

finitistic then one of the following must hold:

(a) One is compact finite-dimensional and the other is finitistic,

(b) One is compact infinite-dimensional and the other is compact,

(c) One is non compact finite-dimensional and the other is finite-dimensional.

Conversely, each of (a) and (b) implies that X x Y is finitistic.

PROOF. Suppose X x Y is finitistic. Then X and Y being homeomorphic to closed

subspaces of X x Y are also finitistic. For any space X one and only one of the

following four conditions must be satisfied:

(i) X is compact and finite-dimensional,

(ii) X is compact and infinite-dimensional,

(iii)X is non-compact and finite-dimensional,

(iv) X is non-compact and infinite-dimensional.

Now, if X is compact and finite-dimensional, then obviously (a) holds and there is

nothing to prove. If X is compact infinite-dimensional, then we claim that Y must be

compact. For, otherwise one can find a discrete closed subset B of Y which is homeo-

morphic to N. This will mean that X x B is closed in X x Y. But then, just as in

example 2.1, X x B is not finitistic, and X x Y cannot be finitistic a contradiction.

Hence (b) holds. If X is non-compact finite-dimensional, then we claim that Y must be

finite-dimensional. Since X is non-compact, there is a closed discrete subset A of X

homeomorphic to N. Hence if Y is infinite-dimensional, A x Y will be non-finitistic

closed subspace of X x Y, and therefore X x Y cannot be finitistic again a contra-

diction. Hence we are in (c). Finally if X is non-compact infinite-dimensional, then

by similar arguments one can easily prove that Y must be compact as well as finite-

dimensional, and hence we are back in (a).

Conversely, (a) implies that X x Y is finitistic, follows from theorem 2.2 and (b)

implies that X x Y is compact, which means X x Y is finitistic.

REMARK 2.4. Whether or not (c) in theorem 2.3 is a sufficient condition for X x Y

to be finitistic, appears to be a hard problem about the product of finitistic spaces.

Precisely, the problem is the following: Is it true that the product of two non-compact

finite-dimensional paracompact spaces is finitistic? If the paracompact product of two

paracompact finite-dimensional spaces were finite-dimensional, then the above problem

was trivial since each finite-dimensional paracompact space is finitistic. But in this

generality, that again is an open problem. One may, however, say that even if the
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paracompact product of two finite-dimensional spaces is not finite-dimensional, yet

it may be finitistic. The following result shows that this cannot happen.

PROPOSITION 2.5. _Either the paracompact product of two finite-dimensional para-

compact spaces is finite-dimensional or else there exist two paracompact finite-dimen-

sional spaces whose product is paracompact but not finitistic.

PROOF. Suppose there exist two paracompact finite-dimensional spaces X and Y

such that X x Y is paracompact infinite-dimensional. Let Z X x {o,1,2,...} Now

Z and Y are two finite-dimensional paracompact spaces such that Z x Y is paracompact

but not finitistic. By a similar argument we can prove that if for all paracompact

finite-dimensional spaces X and Y, X x Y is finitistic, then X x Y is finite-dimen-

sional.

3. ADJUNCTION SPACES OF FINITISTIC SPACES

Recall that if X,Y are two spaces, ACX is closed and f: A Y is a continuous

map then the space XL’f obtained by identifying a A with f(a) in the disjoint

union X UY is called the adjunction space of X to Y by the map f. First of all we

have

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose X,Y are finitistic spaces, ACX is a closed set and f: A Y

is a continuous map. Then the adjunction space XJf Y is also finitistic.

PROOF. Because X,Y are paracompact Hausdorff spaces, the adjunction space X f Y

must be paracompact Hausdorff ([6] ,Ex.3,p.178). Recall that a closed subset of a

finitistic space is again finitistic. Note that Y is embeded as a closed subset of

XUf Y, and any closed subset of XUf Y which is disjoint from Y is finitistic because

it is, then, a closed subset of X. Hence the proof of the theorem follows at oce
from the following:

PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose X is a paracompact Hausdorff space and F is a closed

subset of X. If F is finitistic and every closed subset of X which is disjoint from

F is also finitistic, then X itself is finitistic.

PROOF. Suppose X is not finitistic. Then by theorem i.i there exists a discrete

family {A }= of closed subsets of X such that for each n, dim A > n. Since the family
n n=o n

{A N F} is again a discrete family of closed sets of F and since F is finitistic, the
n n=o

set {dim(AnF)} must be bounded, say by m. Let n > m. Since dim A > n, dim(FNA
n=o n n

< m < n and F CIA is closed in A it follows from ([7],p.136) that there exists a set
n n

}Bn which is disjoint from AnF and dim Bn > n Let Cn Bm+n+l The family {Cn n=o

is a discrete family of closed subsets of X such that dim C > n. This means that the
n

set E C is a closed set disjoint from F which is not finitistic. This is a
n

n=o

contradiction.

COROLLARY 3.3. The class of finitistic spaces is closed under the formation of

cones, reduced cones, suspensions, reduced suspensions, mapping cylinders, mapping

cones, and adjunction spaces.
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let X,Y be two non-empty spaces. If the join X * Y is finitistic

then one of the following must hold:

(a) One is compact finite-dimensional and the other is finitistic,

(b) One is compact infinite-dimensional and the other is compact,

(c) Both are non-compact finite-dimensional.

Conversely, each of (a) and (b) implies that the join X * Y is finitistic. Further-

more, each of (a) and (b) implies that the smash product X#Y is finitistic but the

converse is not true.
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